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The Wrath to Come
Gone with the Wind and the Myth of the Lost Cause

by Sarah Churchwell
Gone With the Wind, the myth of the Lost Cause and what they can tell us about
American history and culture today – from Walter Scott and Ladies Fair, to fiery
crosses, lynching and the Capitol insurrection.
Margaret Mitchell's epic novel, Gone With the Wind, became an overnight bestseller
when it was published in 1936; the film rights were snapped up before it was even
published and the production would famously go on to win ten Academy Awards.
In this fascinating analysis of Gone With the Wind's history and legacy, Sarah
Churchwell examines the creation of one of the most popular stories of all time and its
problematic depictions of race and women. Mitchell's early life was steeped in nostalgia
for the 'good old days' of slavery, and the rise of the Ku Klux Klan, influences that would
shape both the book's plot and racial politics. The heroine, Scarlett, is one of the first
modern portraits of complex womanhood; a twentieth-century woman trapped in the
1860s, however, her agency is achieved at the expense of people of colour, and the
novel's white feminism is in tension against its racism.
Churchwell traces the novel and film's relationship to the myth of the Lost Cause and
how they foreshadow the controversies in America today over the removal of
Confederate statues, the rise of white nationalism and the Black Lives Matter
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Sarah Churchwell is Professorial Fellow in American
Literature and Chair of Public Understanding of the
Humanities at the School of Advanced Study, University of
London. An American living in London, she is the author of
Behold, America: A History of America First and the
American Dream, Careless People about The Great Gatsby,
and The Many Lives of Marilyn Monroe. She has contributed
to the Guardian, New Statesman, Financial Times and Times
Literary Supplement, and comments regularly on arts,
culture, and politics for UK television and radio. She judged
the 2014 Man Booker Prize and the 2017 Baillie Gifford
Prize for nonfiction, and was a co-winner of the 2015 Eccles
British Library Writer's Award.

Heaven on Earth

The Lives and Legacies of the World's Greatest Cathedrals

by Emma J. Wells
A glorious illustrated history of sixteen of the world's greatest cathedrals,
interwoven with the extraordinary stories of the people who built them.
The emergence of the Gothic in twelfth-century France, an architectural style
characterized by pointed arches, rib vaults, flying buttresses, large windows and
elaborate tracery, triggered an explosion of cathedral-building across western Europe. It
is this remarkable flowering of ecclesiastical architecture that forms the central core of
Emma Wells's authoritative but accessible study of the golden age of the cathedral.
Prefacing her account with the construction in the sixth century of the Hagia Sophia, the
remarkable Christian cathedral of the eastern Roman empire, she goes on to chart the
construction of a glittering sequence of iconic structures, including Saint-Denis, NotreDame, Canterbury, Chartres, Salisbury, York Minster and Florence's Duomo.
More than architectural biographies, these are human stories of triumph and tragedy
that take the reader from the chaotic atmosphere of the mason's yard to the cloisters of
power. Together, they reveal how 1000 years of cathedral-building shaped modern
Europe, and influenced art, culture and society around the world.
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Dr Emma J. Wells is an award-winning academic, author and
broadcaster. She is Lecturer in Ecclesiastical and
Architectural History at the University of York. She holds a
PhD from Durham University, for which she was awarded a
British Archaeological Association Ochs Scholarship and a
Society for Church Archaeology research grant. Emma is also
a regular contributor to television and radio, and writes for
publications including BBC Countryfile, TLS, BBC History
and History Today. Her previous book, Pilgrim Routes of the
British Isles, was published in 2016.

The Po

An Elegy for Italy's Longest River

by Tobias Jones
A captivating journey along the iconic River Po and through Italian history, society
and culture.
The River Po is the longest river in Italy, travelling for 650 kilometres from its source in
the Alps across the entire width of the peninsula until it reaches the Adriatic Sea in the
east. Flowing through 13 provinces and 180 local councils, it is a part of the national
psyche, as iconic to Italy as the Thames is to England or the Mississippi to the USA.
This mighty river creates a formidable barrier and its banks have witnessed not only
Italian history – the battle of Ticinus between Hannibal and Scipio, the Battle of the Po in
1431, Operation Grapeshot in 1945 – but also the clash of natural and human history.
At the Po's delta is an astonishing nature reserve: a wetland swamp of 380 square
kilometres and 450 different lakes.
In The Po, Tobias Jones travels the length of the river gathering its stories: its battles,
crimes, characters, cuisines, histories, industries and inventions. He visits towns made
famous for their sporting legacy, birthplaces of the greatest Italian writers and
composers and rediscovers Italy's unusual industries and agricultures; from the marble
mines of Paesana that provided the raw materials for the Renaissance to the paddy
fields of risotto rice at Chivasso.
Whether tasting the wines of the Po valley, sampling the steamy crucible of bagna cauda
or hearing the legend of Aleramo, Tobias Jones gives us a feel for what it's like to live in
Italy: an eclectic assault on the senses and on the emotions
07 Jul 2022
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Also by Tobias Jones

Tobias Jones graduated from Oxford with a double first in
History and English. He worked at the London Review of
Books for several years before moving to Italy, where he was
lecturer in English literature at Parma University. He has
written and presented programmes for British and Italian
television, and he writes regularly for various UK
newspapers as well as the Italian magazine Internazionale.
Jones is the author of the bestselling The Dark Heart of Italy
and his book about soccer fandom, Ultra, was published by
Head of Zeus in 2019.

A Woman's World,
1850–1960
by Dan Jones, by Marina Amaral
The third volume in the bestselling The Colour of Time series.

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

A Woman's World, 1850–1960 explores the many roles – domestic, social, cultural and
professional – played by women across the world before second-wave feminism took
hold. Using Marina Amaral's colourized images and Dan Jones's words, this survey
features women both celebrated and ordinary, whether in the science lab or protesting
on the streets, performing on stage or fighting in the trenches, running for election or
exploring the wild. This vivid and unique history brings to life and full colour the female
experience in a century of extraordinary change.
Each chapter will be introduced by a woman who works in that field today. Photographs
include: Queen Victoria, Edith Cavell, Josephine Baker, Eva Peron, Eleanor Roosevelt,
Virginia Woolf, Clara Schumann, Martha Gellhorn, Simone de Beauvoir, Agatha Christie,
Frida Kahlo, Emmeline Pankhurst, Harriet Tubman, Florence Nightingale, Hattie

Dan Jones is a historian, broadcaster and award-winning
journalist. His books, including The Templars, Crusaders and,
with Marina Amaral, The Colour of Time and The World
Aflame, have sold more than one million copies worldwide.
04 Aug 2022
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Marina Amaral is a talented digital colourist. Her work has
featured on the BBC and in the Evening Standard,
Washington Post and Le Figaro and she has collaborated
with the History Channel, PBS, English Heritage and the
Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum. In 2021, Marina was
named on the Forbes 30 Under 30 List.
Also by Dan Jones, Marina Amaral

The Museum of the
Wood Age
by Max Adams
A passionate and imaginative exploration of wood – the material that shaped
human history.
As a material, wood has no equal in strength, resilience, adaptability and availability. It
has been our partner in the cultural evolution from woodland foragers to engineers of
our own destiny. Tracing that partnership through tools, devices, construction and
artistic expression, Max Adams casts light on our own history as an imaginative, curious,
resourceful species.
He begins with the material properties of various species of wood, and the influence of
six basic devices – wedge, inclined plane, screw, lever, wheel, axle and pulley – before
investigating the myriad ways in which wood has been worked across the millennia of
human history. From the simple bivouacs of hunter-gatherers to sophisticated wooden
buildings such as stave churches; from the decorative arts to the humble woodworking
of rustic furniture; Max Adams fashions a lattice of interconnected stories and objects
that trace a path of human ingenuity across half a million years.

01 Sep 2022
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Also by Max Adams

Max Adams is a writer, archaeologist and woodsman whose
work explores themes of landscape, knowledge and human
connectedness with the earth. He is the author of Admiral
Collingwood, Aelfred's Britain, Trees of Life, the bestselling
The King in the North, In the Land of Giants and The First
Kingdom. He has lived and worked in the North East of
England since 1993.

Fowl Play

A History of the Chicken from Dinosaur to Dinner Plate

by Sally Coulthard
From dinosaur to dinner plate, Sally Coulthard tells the fascinating – and sometimes
shocking – story of the domestic chicken.
Earth is home to 23 billion chickens, at least ten times more than any other bird. For
every human on the planet, there are three chickens. Despite being capable of flying
only a few metres, this most adaptable animal has somehow managed to conquer the
world.
In Fowl Play, Sally Coulthard probes every aspect of the genus Gallus: the evolution and
domestication of the chicken; its social behaviour and array of physically striking
varieties, from Rhode Island Reds to Belgian d'Uccles and from Buff Orpingtons to
White Leghorns; its importance in ancient Egyptian religion, Roman augury and
Christian theology; its role as egg-providing companion on farms and smallholdings and
in suburban back gardens; and the darker reality of modern poultry farming and
society's insatiable appetite for chicken breasts, wings and nuggets. This is a story of
evolutionary change, epic global travel, and exploitation, as well as biophilia,
companionship and human ingenuity.

Sally Coulthard is a bestselling author of books about
natural history and rural life including The Barn, A Short
History of the World According to Sheep, The Book of the
Earthworm, The Hedgehog Handbook and over twenty more
titles. She lives on a Yorkshire smallholding which she shares
with her husband, three girls and an assortment of unruly
animals.
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Book of
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Also by Sally Coulthard
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Snow

The Little Library
Parties
by Kate Young
50 party recipes to suit every occasion, from award-winning food writer Kate
Young.

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

It's time to spend time with those we love most. It's time to party. In The Little Library
Parties, Kate Young draws on all of her experience catering for weddings and events, and
her love of cooking for friends, to provide 50 sensational new recipes for entertaining.
From dinner party feasts and canapes for a crowd, to barbeques, tea parties, house
parties and that all important morning-after tonic, Kate provides delicious and joyful
recipes – as always, inspired by her favourite literature – to ensure your get-together
tastes delicious.
With beautiful photographs throughout and in a gorgeous, giftable format, this is the
perfect book to help you kick off the party season.

13 Oct 2022
Head of Zeus – an Apollo Book • Non Fiction • Cookery
Format: TRADE PAPERBACK Price: £15 ISBN: 9781803281230
Extent: 192 pages Size: 195 x 138 mm Illus: 50 integrated col

Kate Young is an award-winning food writer and cook. As a
dedicated bookworm, Kate's reading inspires her in the
kitchen. After mastering the treacle tart from Harry Potter,
Kate started blogging about her creations and was named
Blogger of the Year in 2017 by the Guild of Food Writers.
Her first book, The Little Library Cookbook, was shortlisted
for Fortnum & Mason's debut food book award and won a
World Gourmand food writing award. Kate is also the author
of The Little Library Year and The Little Library Christmas
and has written for the Guardian, Sainsbury's Magazine and
The Pool. Originally from Australia, Kate now lives in the
English countryside.

Siena

The Life and Afterlife of a Medieval City

by Jane Stevenson
An authoritative, richly illustrated history, and affectionate celebration, of Siena,
one of the best-loved and most-visited cities in Italy.
Occupying a hilltop site in the midst of a vast, undulating landscape – between the wineproducing region of Chianti to the north and the truffle-filled woods of the Crete Senesi
to the south – Siena is as much a magnet for contemporary tourism as Florence.
However, its proud republican past presents an intriguing contrast with its Medicidominated northern Tuscan rival, with which it tussled for local supremacy for much of
the High Middle Ages. From the twelfth century, profiting from its advantageous
position on a major pilgrim route, the Republic of Siena developed into a major European
power and remained an important commercial, financial and artistic centre for four
centuries.
Jane Stevenson tells the story of how the city rose to its astonishingly productive
cultural heyday in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries before suffering a
catastrophic late medieval decline in the aftermath of the Black Death. But she also
reveals how it transcended this early loss of power to enjoy a prosperous civic afterlife
and cherished position as a uniquely well-preserved medieval city, crammed with worldclass art and architecture, furnished with appealing and intriguing traditions, and set in a
heavenly landscape.
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Also by Jane Stevenson

Jane Stevenson has taught at the universities of Cambridge,
Sheffield, Warwick and Aberdeen, and is now a Senior
Research Fellow at Campion Hall, Oxford. She is the author
of Baroque Between the Wars, a study of alternative
currents in the interwar arts, Edward Burra: Twentieth
Century Eye and The Light of Italy: The Life and Times of
Federico da Montefeltro.

La Serenissima
The Story of Venice

by Jonathan Keates
A stunningly illustrated history of Venice, from its beginnings as 'La Serenissima' –
'the Most Serene Republic' – to the Italian city that continues to enchant visitors
today.
'Everything about Venice,' observed Lord Byron, 'is, or was, extraordinary – her aspect is
like a dream, and her history is like a romance.' Dream and romance have conditioned
myriad encounters with Venice across the centuries, but the city's story embodies
another kind of experience altogether – the hard reality of an independent state built on
conquest, profit and entitlement and on the toughness and resilience of a free people.
Masters of the sea, the Venetians raised an empire through an ethos of service and
loyalty to a republic that lasted a thousand years.
In this new study of key moments in Venice's history, from its half-legendary founding
amid the collapse of the Roman empire to its modern survival as a fragile city of the arts
menaced by saturation tourism and rising sea levels, Jonathan Keates shows us just how
much this remarkable place has contributed to world culture and explains how it
endures as an object of desire and inspiration for so many.

10 Nov 2022
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Also by Jonathan Keates

Jonathan Keates is a historian and writer, a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Literature, a Trustee of the London Library,
and Chairman of the Venice in Peril Fund. He is the author of
a number of acclaimed biographies, including works on
Handel, Purcell and Stendhal, as well as several travel books
about Italy. For his services to promoting Italian culture in the
UK he was recently honoured with the prestigious Ordine
della Stella d'Italia.

The Book About
Everything
edited by Declan Kiberd, edited by Enrico
Terrinoni, edited by Catherine Wilsdon
To celebrate the centenary of the publication of Ulysses, the most important
literary work of the twentieth century, eighteen artists, writers and thinkers
respond to an episode each of the great modernist text.

Declan Kiberd is Ireland's greatest living critic,
internationally celebrated for his work on literature and
colonialism. He is the author of Inventing Ireland, Ulysses
and Us and Irish Classics. He has won many literary prizes
and is currently Professor of English at the University of
Notre Dame in the USA.

Enrico Terrinoni is Professor of English Literature,
University of Perugia, the Italian translator of Ulysses and
Finnegans Wake, and President of the James Joyce Italian
Foundation.
16 Jun 2022
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Catherine Wilsdon is Keough-Naughton Programme
Manager and Lecturer in Irish Literature, University of Notre
Dame.

A Spectre, Haunting
On the Communist Manifesto

by China Miéville
China Miéville's brilliant reading of the modern world's most controversial and
enduring political document: the Communist Manifesto.
In 1848 a strange political tract was published by two emigres from Germany. Marx and
Engels's apocalyptic vision of an insatiable system that penetrates every corner of the
world, reduces every relationship to that of profit, and bursts asunder the old forms of
production and of politics, is still a picture of a recognisable world, our world, and the
vampiric energy of the system is once again highly contentious.
The Manifesto is a text that shows no sign of fading into antiquarian obscurity. Its ideas
animate in different ways the work of writers like Yanis Varoufakis, Adam Tooze, Naomi
Klein and the journalist Owen Jones.
China Miéville is not a writer who has been hemmed in by conventional notions of
expertise or genre, and this is a strikingly imaginative take on Marx and what his most
haunting book has to say to us today.
This is a book haunted by ghosts, sorcery and creative destruction.

12 May 2022
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China Miéville has received numerous awards for his
writing, including the Arthur C. Clarke Award (three times),
the British Fantasy Award (twice), and the Locus Award for
Best Fantasy Novel (four times). His novels include Perdido
Street Station, King Rat, Un Lun Dun, The City & The City,
Railsea and The Last Days of New Paris. He has also written a
narrative history of the Bolshevik Revolution, October.

The Book of the Barn
Owl
by Sally Coulthard
Few of us know what goes on after dark, underneath the moon. Sally Coulthard
shines a light on the Barn Owl, one of the most mesmerising and elusive icons of the
countryside.
With its heart-shaped face and silent, graceful flight, the Barn Owl regularly tops the
nation's list of favourite birds. A brief sighting is a thrill, hovering along a hedgerow or
sweeping over a stubble field, but how much do we really know about this sublime
tenant of the night? We humans, ever the egocentrics, fancy we see ourselves in the
Barn Owl's big, baby eyes and quizzical tilt of the head. But the Barn Owl lives on a
different plane – a yearly see-saw of feast and famine, companionship and solitude. It's a
tough life – living in the shadows – but the Barn Owl has made it this far.
Sally Coulthard explores the hidden world of the Barn Owl. Full of fascinating insights,
conservation advice and the latest research, this affectionate and timely guide also tells
the story of a Barn Owl's early life – from first pip of the shell to leaving the nest – a
fascinating time in this captivating creature's journey.

03 Mar 2022
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Sally Coulthard is a bestselling author of books about
natural history and rural life including The Barn, A Short
History of the World According to Sheep, The Book of the
Earthworm, The Hedgehog Handbook and over twenty more
titles. She lives on a Yorkshire smallholding which she shares
with her husband, three girls and an assortment of unruly
animals.

España: A Brief History
of Spain
by Giles Tremlett
Bestselling author Giles Tremlett traverses the rich and varied history of Spain,
from prehistoric times to today, in a brief, accessible primer for visitors, curious
readers and hispanophiles.
Spain's position on Europe's south-western corner has exposed it to cultural, political
and actual winds blowing from all quadrants. Africa lies a mere nine miles to the south.
The Mediterranean connects it to the civilizational currents of Phoenicians, Romans,
Carthaginians, and Byzantines as well as the Arabic lands of the near east. Bronze Age
migrants from the Russian steppe were amongst the first to arrive. They would be
followed by Visigoths, Arabs, Napoleonic armies and many more invaders and
immigrants. Circular winds and currents linked it to the American continent, allowing
Spain to conquer and colonize much of it.
As a result, Spain has developed a sort of hybrid vigour. Whenever it has tried to deny
this inevitable heterogeneity, it has required superhuman effort to fashion a 'pure'
national identity – which has proved impossible to maintain. In España, Giles Tremlett
argues that, in fact, that lack of a homogenous identity is Spain's defining trait.
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Giles Tremlett is a prize-winning historian, author and
journalist based in Madrid, Spain. He has lived in, and written
extensively about, Spain almost continuously since
graduating from Oxford University thirty-five years ago. He
is Visiting Fellow of the Cañada Blanch Centre at the London
School of Economics, writes opinion and long form reportage
for the Guardian and is a former Madrid correspondent for
The Economist.

Athens
City of Wisdom

by Bruce Clark
A sweeping history of Athens, telling the three-thousand-year story of the
birthplace of Western civilization, from Runciman Award winner Bruce Clark
'A stunning retrospect and beautifully written overview of one of the world's
greatest cities' Paul Cartledge
'Courageously grand in scale yet sensitive to the details that make Athens'
extraordinary history come alive' Sofka Zinovieff
'Bruce Clark brings an eye for the quirky, human detail, a pithy turn of phrase, and
an affection for his subject honed over many decades' Roderick Beaton
'Bruce Clark's enchantingly readable history revealed how little I knew' Literary
Review
Dominated by the pillars and pediments of the Parthenon, a temple dedicated to Athena,
goddess of wisdom, the ancient Greek city of Athens is for many synonymous with
civilization itself.

Athens: City of Wisdom tells the tale of a city that occupies a unique place in the cultural
memory of the West. Each of the book's twenty-one chapters focuses on a critical
'moment' in the city's long history, from the reforms of the lawmaker Solon in the sixth
century BCE to the travails of early twenty-first-century Athens, as a rapidly expanding
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Bruce Clark writes on culture and religion for The
Economist. He has been diplomatic correspondent of the
Financial Times, Moscow correspondent for The Times, and
Athens correspondent for Reuters. He is the author of An
Empire's New Clothes (1995), an exploration of the rise of
nationalism in post-Soviet Russia in the 1990s, and Twice a
Stranger: How Mass Expulsion Forged Modern Greece and
Turkey, a history of the population exchange between Greece
and Turkey which took place in the early 1920s following the
Treaty of Lausanne. Twice a Stranger won the Runciman
Award in 2007.

The Ministry of Bodies
by Seamus O'Mahony
Life and death in a modern hospital, from Seamus O'Mahony, the award-winning
author of The Way We Die Now and Can Medicine Be Cured?
Seamus O'Mahony charts the realities of work in the 'ministry of bodies', that huge
complex where people come to be cured and to die. From unexpected deaths to moral
quandaries and bureaucratic disasters, O'Mahony documents life in the halls and wards
that all of us will visit at some point in our lives with his characteristic wit and dry and
unsentimental intelligence.
Absurd general emails, vain and self-promoting specialists, the relentless parade of selfdestructive drinkers and drug users, the comical expectations of baffled patients: this is
not a conventional medical memoir, but the collective biography of one of our great
modern institutions – the general hospital – through the eyes of a brilliant writer, who
happens to be a doctor.

Seamus O'Mahony spent many years working for the
National Health Service in Britain. He now lives in his native
Cork, in the south of Ireland. His acclaimed first book, The
Way We Die Now, was published in 2016, and has been
translated into Swedish and Japanese. It won a BMA Book
Award in 2017. Can Medicine Be Cured?, his sharp and witty
critique of the medical profession's great fallacies and wrong
turnings, has so far been translated into three languages.
03 Feb 2022
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Also by Seamus O'Mahony

The King's Painter
The Life and Times of Hans Holbein

by Franny Moyle
A BBC RADIO 4 BOOK OF THE WEEK
'A great, thrusting codpiece of a book. It is big, bombastic and richly brocaded... A
jewel in its own right' The Times
'Evokes the painter and his world as vividly as a Holbein masterpiece. Beautifully
written and illustrated, this book is a must for lovers of Tudor history' Tracy Borman
Full of insight... This is a gorgeous book, to which I am sure I shall return again and
again' Dan Jones
Hans Holbein the Younger is chiefly celebrated for his beautiful and precisely realised
portraiture, which includes representations of Henry VIII, Thomas More, Thomas
Cromwell, Anne of Cleves, Jane Seymour and an array of the Tudor lords and ladies he
encountered during the course of two sojourns in England. But beyond these familiar
images, which have come to define our perception of the world of the Henrician court,
Holbein was a protean and multi-faceted genius: a humanist, satirist, political
propagandist, and contributor to the history of book design as well as a religious artist
and court painter. The rich layers of symbolism and allusion that characterise his work
have proved especially fascinating to scholars.
Franny Moyle traces and analyses the life and work of an extraordinary artist against the
backdrop of an era of political turbulence and cultural transformation, to which his art
offers a subtle and endlessly refracting mirror.
03 Mar 2022
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Franny Moyle is a British television producer and author.
Her first book Desperate Romantics was adapted into the
BBC drama serial of the same title by screenwriter Peter
Bowker. Her second book Constance: The Tragic and
Scandalous Life of Mrs Oscar Wilde was published in 2011 to
critical acclaim. In 2016 she released The Extraordinary Life
and Times of J.M.W Turner.

Powers and Thrones
A New History of the Middle Ages

by Dan Jones
The instant Sunday Times bestseller
A Times, New Statesman and Spectator Book of the Year
'Simply the best popular history of the Middle Ages there is' Sunday Times
'A great achievement, pulling together many strands with aplomb' Peter Frankopan,
Spectator, Books of the Year
'It's so delightful to encounter a skilled historian of such enormous energy who's
never afraid of being entertaining' The Times, Books of the Year
'An amazing masterly gripping panorama' Simon Sebag Montefiore
'A badass history writer... to put it mildly' Duff McKagan
'A triumph' Charles Spencer
Dan Jones's epic new history tells nothing less than the story of how the world we know
today came to be built. It is a thousand-year adventure that moves from the ruins of the
once-mighty city of Rome, sacked by barbarians in AD 410, to the first contacts between
the old and new worlds in the sixteenth century. It shows how, from a state of crisis and
collapse, the West was rebuilt and came to dominate the entire globe. The book
identifies three key themes that underpinned the success of the West: commerce,
conquest and Christianity.
14 Apr 2022
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Across 16 chapters, blending Dan Jones's trademark gripping narrative style with

Dan Jones is a historian, broadcaster and award-winning
journalist. His books, including The Templars, Crusaders and,
with Marina Amaral, The Colour of Time and The World
Aflame, have sold more than one million copies worldwide.

Also by Dan Jones

The Queen
by Matthew Dennison
An elegant and magisterial new biography of Her Majesty The Queen.
'A worthy and balanced overview of the Queen's life. Dennison is especially good on
her childhood... Quietly, tactfully, tastefully reverent' The Times
For millions of people, both in Britain and across the world, Elizabeth II is the
embodiment of monarchy. Her long life spans nearly a century of national and global
history, from a time before the Great Depression to the era of Covid-19. Her reign
embraces all but seven years of Britain's postwar history; she has been served by fifteen
UK prime ministers from Churchill to Johnson, and witnessed the administrations of
thirteen US presidents from Truman to Trump. The vast majority of Britons cannot
remember a world without Elizabeth II as head of state and the Commonwealth.
In this brand-new biography of the longest-reigning sovereign in British history,
Matthew Dennison traces her life and reign across an era of unprecedented and often
seismic social change. Stylish in its writing and nuanced in its judgements, The Queen
charts the joys and triumphs as well as the disappointments and vicissitudes of a
remarkable royal life; it also assesses the achievement of a woman regarded as the
champion of a handful of 'British' values endorsed – if no longer practised – by the bulk
of the nation: service, duty, steadfastness, charity and stoicism.
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Also by Matthew Dennison

Matthew Dennison is the author of nine critically acclaimed
works of non-fiction, including Behind the Mask: The Life of
Vita Sackville-West, a Book of the Year in The Times,
Spectator, Independent and Observer, and the much-praised
Eternal Boy, a life of Kenneth Grahame. His most recent
book is a new biography of Her Majesty The Queen,
published by Head of Zeus.

Lost Paradise
The Story of Granada

by Elizabeth Drayson
'The true paradises are the paradises we have lost,' wrote Marcel Proust. This
beautifully illustrated account of the historical city of Granada strikes at the heart
of this message.
'An admirable achievement... [Drayson has] expertise as a scholar and command as a
storyteller' BBC History Magazine
'A glittering homage to one of the world's most beautiful and storied cities' Dan
Jones
'Beauty built on blood and brutality... A fascinating new tome' Daily Mail
'A gloriously illustrated book as compelling to look at as it is to read' International
Times
The Andalusian city of Granada has long cast its spell on visitors. In the ninth centruy,
the Muslim sage Abd al-Malik described it as a place of enchantment, while a later poet,
Ibn Zamrak, sang of it as a city that wears a crown upon its forehead, bejewelled with
diamond stars. From the early Middle Ages to the present, foreign travellers have been
bewitched by Granada's peerless beauty.

07 Jul 2022

Granada is also the stuff of story and legend, with an unforgettable history to match.
Romans, then Visigoths, settled here, as did a community of Jews; in the eleventh
century a Berber chief made Granada his capital, and from 1230 until 1492 the Nasrids
– Spain's last Islamic dynasty – ruled the emirate of Granada from their fortress-palace
of the Alhambra. After capturing the city to complete the Christian Reconquista, the
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Elizabeth Drayson is Emeritus Fellow in Spanish at Murray
Edwards College, University of Cambridge; she is a specialist
in medieval and early modern Spanish literature and cultural
history. The author of The Moor's Last Stand, The Lead
Books of Granada and The King and the Whore, Drayson has
also produced the first translation and edition of Juan Ruiz's
Libro de buen amor to appear in England. She lives in
Cambridge.

Voyagers

The Settlement of the Pacific
The Landmark Library

by Nicholas Thomas
From an award-winning scholar, the extraordinary sixty-thousand-year history of
how the Pacific islands were settled.
A Wall Street Journal Book of the Year
'Highlights a dizzying burst of new research' The Economist
'Takes readers on a narrative odyssey' Wall Street Journal
'I would not be surprised if, after reading this masterpiece, many readers are
compelled to take up voyaging themselves' Science Magazine
Thousands of islands, inhabited by a multitude of different peoples, are scattered across
the vastness of the Pacific. The first European explorers to visit Oceania, from the
sixteenth century on, were astounded and perplexed to find populations thriving so
many miles from the nearest continents. Who were these people? Where did they come
from? And how were they able to reach islands dispersed over such immense tracts of
ocean?

07 Jul 2022
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Also in The Landmark Library series

In Voyagers, the distinguished anthropologist Nicholas Thomas charts the course of the
seaborne migrations that populated the islands between Asia and the Americas. From
the third millennium BC, the Philippines, Indonesia, Micronesia and Melanesia were
settled by Austronesian peoples of the western Pacific littoral. Later movements of
Polynesian peoples took them even further afield, as far as Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, Tahiti, the
Marquesas Easter Island and eventually New Zealand up to AD 1250

Nick Thomas is an Australian anthropologist, who was cocurator of the Royal Academy exhibition Oceania (2018). He
is Professor of Historical Anthropology, and Director
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge, since
2006, and a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, since
2007. He was awarded the 2010 Wolfson History Prize for
Islanders: The Pacific in the Age of Empire.

Children of the Night
The Strange and Epic Story of Modern Romania

by Paul Kenyon
A vivid, brilliant, darkly humorous and horrifying history of some of the strangest
dictators that Europe has ever seen.
'A witty and page-turning narrative full of grotesque characters' Misha Glenny
'Kenyon relates all this with verve [and] humour... He patiently untangles the
complicated webs of loyalty and enmity' Literary Review
'Absolutely essential reading for anyone interested in Romania past and present'
John Simpson
Balanced precariously on the shifting fault line between East and West, Romania's
schizophrenic, often violent past is one of the great untold stories of modern Europe.
The country that gave us Vlad Dracula, and whose citizens consider themselves
descendants of ancient Rome, has traditionally preferred the status of enigmatic
outsider. But this beautiful and unexplored land has experienced some of the most
disastrous leaderships of the last century.
After a relatively benign period led by a dutiful King and his vivacious British-born
Queen, the country oscillated wildly. Its interwar rulers form a gallery of bizarre
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Also by Paul Kenyon
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Paul Kenyon is a distinguished BBC correspondent and
BAFTA award-winning journalist and author. He has
reported from danger-zones around the world for BBC
Panorama, pushing the boundaries of investigative
journalism and asking the questions many wouldn't dare –
from tackling Gaddafi's son in a cage full of lions, to secretly
filming Iran's secret nuclear sites. He's even faked his own
death in a Haitian funeral parlour to expose a group of
fraudsters. Kenyon is the recipient of an Association of
International Broadcasters Award, three Royal Television
Society awards, and is the author of Dictatorland, a Financial
Times Book of the Year in 2018. He lives in London with his
wife, Flavia.

The Light of Italy

The Life and Times of Federico da Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino

by Jane Stevenson
The story of the Renaissance city and palace of Urbino, and the life of the
extraordinary man who created it: Federico da Montefeltro.
'Painstakingly researched and yet unfailingly readable' Ross King
'An insight into one of Renaissance Italy's most glamorous courts' Catherine Fletcher
'Sumptuous illustrations... Jane Stevenson's loving biography [is] the perfect tour guide
to the past' Literary Review
'A fabulous merging of seductive design with bravura scholarship' Alexandra Harris
'A superior study... Packed with detail' TLS
The hilltop town of Urbino, on the eastern side of Italy's Apennines, is an idyllic place of
steep streets lined with houses and palazzi of weathered brick. In the fifteenth century it
was the shining capital of a cultured duchy, ruled by a remarkable man.
The one-eyed mercenary soldier Federico da Montefeltro, lord of Urbino between 1444
and 1482, was one of the most successful and extraordinary condottiere of the Italian
Renaissance: renowned humanist, patron of the artist Piero della Francesca, and creator
of one of the most celebrated libraries in Italy outside the Vatican. From 1460 until her
early death in 1472 he was married to Battista, of the formidable Sforza family, their
partnership apparently a blissful one. In the fine palace he built overlooking the rooftops
of Urbino, Federico assembled a court regarded by many as representing a high point of
Renaissance culture. For Baldassare Castiglione, author of The Book of the Courtier,
Federico was la luce dell'Italia – 'the light of Italy'.
04 Aug 2022
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Jane Stevenson's affectionate account of Urbino's flowering and decline casts
revelatory light on patronage politics and humanism in fifteenth-century Italy It also

Jane Stevenson has taught at the universities of Cambridge,
Sheffield, Warwick and Aberdeen, and is now a Senior
Research Fellow at Campion Hall, Oxford. She is the author
of Baroque Between the Wars, a study of alternative
currents in the interwar arts, Edward Burra: Twentieth
Century Eye and The Light of Italy: The Life and Times of
Federico da Montefeltro.

The Little Book of
Building Fires
How to Chop, Scrunch, Stack and Light a Fire

by Sally Coulthard
An inspiring, aspirational and practical guide to building fires both indoors and out.

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

Nothing beats the companionable crackle of an open fire. Fires invite us to sit and share
stories or watch in contemplative silence. We feel drawn to the flickering flames, the
gentle curls of aromatic smoke and reassuring radiant heat. Snuggled under a blanket,
toasting crumpets and listening to the pleasing pops of burning wood – what better way
to spend a winter's evening? Or, come the summer, few pleasures are richer than
cooking food, perched around a campfire, waiting for the stars to come out.
But for all this talk, how many of us know how to build a fire? Would we know which
kinds of trees burn best? Could we make our own firelighters or build the perfect fire
stack? The Little Book of Building Fires is a richly illustrated pocket guide to sourcing,
seasoning and storing firewood, choosing kindling and tinder, and how to build and light
the perfect fire. From campfires to woodburners, bonfires to open hearths, this book
blends practicality with personal experience and will get you back in touch with your
ancient firemaking instincts.

04 Aug 2022
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The Little
Book of
Snow

Also by Sally Coulthard

Sally Coulthard is a bestselling author of books about
natural history and rural life including The Barn, A Short
History of the World According to Sheep, The Book of the
Earthworm, The Hedgehog Handbook and over twenty more
titles. She lives on a Yorkshire smallholding which she shares
with her husband, three girls and an assortment of unruly
animals.

Hadrian's Wall
The Landmark Library, 6

by Adrian Goldsworthy
A beautifully produced account of the history and importance of Hadrian's Wall, by
a bestselling author and expert on Ancient Rome.

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

Located at the far-flung and wild edge of the Roman Empire, Hadrian's Wall was
constructed by Emperor Hadrian in the 120s AD. Vast in size and stretching from the
east to the west coast of the northern part of Britannia, it is the largest monument left
by the Roman empire – all the more striking because it lies so far from Rome. Today, it is
one of the most visited heritage sites in the country.
Yet the story of the Wall is far more than the development of a line of fortifications and
the defence of a troublesome imperial frontier. Generation after generation of soldiers
served there, with their families as well as traders and other foreign and local civilians in
and around the army bases. The glimpses of this vibrant, multinational community in
Adrian Goldsworthy's masterly book bring the bare stones to life.
Goldsworthy also considers why and how the wall was built, and discusses the
fascinating history, afterlife and archaeology of this unique ancient monument.

01 Sep 2022
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Also in The Landmark Library series

Adrian Goldsworthy studied at Oxford, where his doctoral
thesis examined the Roman army. He went on to become an
acclaimed historian of Ancient Rome. He is the author of
numerous works of non fiction, including Caesar, Pax
Romana, Hadrian's Wall and Philip and Alexander. He is also
the author of the Vindolanda series, set in Roman Britain,
which first introduced readers to Flavius Ferox.

Flights of Fancy
Defying Gravity by Design and Evolution

by Richard Dawkins, illustrated by Jana
Lenzová
'A masterly investigation of all aspects of flight, human and animal. This is a
beautifully produced book that will appeal across age groups' Alexander McCall
Smith
'Dawkins has always been an extraordinarily muscular, persuasive thinker. What
feels new here is that he writes with such charm and warmth' The Times
The Wonder of Flight. The Science of Evolution. From both, Richard Dawkins
weaves a fascinating and beautifully illustrated account of how nature and humans
have learned to overcome the pull of gravity and take to the skies.
Have you ever dreamt you could fly? Or imagined what it would be like to glide and
swoop through the sky like a bird? Do you let your mind soar to unknown, magical
spaces?
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Richard Dawkins is one of the world's most eminent writers
and thinkers, and a major contributor to the public
understanding of the science of evolution. The awardwinning author of the Selfish Gene, The Blind Watchmaker,
The God Delusion and a string of other bestselling science
books, he is a Fellow of the Royal Society and of the Royal
Society of Literature.

Jana Lenzová born and raised in Bratislava, Slovakia, is an
illustrator, translator and interpreter. Her two great passions
are languages and drawing. The former led to the latter. After
she had been commissioned to translate The God Delusion
by Richard Dawkins into Slovak, she began contributing to
his books as an illustrator.

Love in a Time of War
My Years with Robert Fisk

by Lara Marlowe
The Irish Times bestseller
'A gripping tale of savagery and courage, of history in the making, intertwined with rich
personal reminiscences' Noam Chomsky
'Part biography, part autobiography, part love story and part a forceful condemnation of
war, this is a fascinating and captivating book' Irish Times
'This is a portrait of a couple bound in a lovesong, which like all such songs confronts the
vagaries of leaving, longing and loss' Colum McCann
'A beautiful book... Full of pain and longing but also joy, adventure, and excitement'
Janine di Giovanni
'A superb account of the life and work of the best reporter I have ever known' Patrick
Cockburn
When Lara Marlowe met Robert Fisk in 1983 in Damascus, he was already a famous war
correspondent. She was a young American reporter who would become a renowned
journalist in her own right. For the next twenty years, they were lovers, husband and
wife and friends, occasionally angry and estranged from one another, but ultimately
reconciled.
They learned from each other and from the people in the ruined world they reported
from: Lebanon, torn apart by a vicious civil war as well as Israeli and Syrian occupations;
Iran, where they were the only journalists to interview the Middle East's chief hostagetaker and dispatcher of s icide bombers the Islamist re olt that claimed p to 200 000
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Lara Marlowe was born in California and studied French at
UCLA and the Sorbonne, then International Relations at
Oxford. She started her career in journalism as an associate
producer with CBS's '60 Minutes' programme, then covered
the Arab world from Beirut for the Financial Times and TIME
magazine. She joined the Irish Times as Paris correspondent
in 1996 and returned to Paris in 2013 after serving as
Washington correspondent during the first Obama
administration. Marlowe was made a Chevalier de la Légion
d'Honneur in 2006 for her contribution to Franco-Irish
relations.

The Little Book of
Snow
by Sally Coulthard
A charming celebration of all things snow.

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

Is it true that no two snowflakes are ever alike? How many Christmases have actually
been white? Do the Inuit have dozens of words for snow? Can it ever be too cold to
snow?
Our memories and imagination are buried in snow. It's the weather of play, joyful
abandon and mischievous games – of snowball fights, skiing holidays and rattling down a
hillside at full speed. It's the weather of childhood – the world transformed into a
temporary playground. Even as adults, the urge to throw a snowball is too hard to resist,
those impish, childish instincts overtaking our adult workaday selves.
Packed with fascinating insights, outdoor fun, cultural lore and traditional wisdom, The
Little Book of Snow delves into the history, science, literary and cultural heritage that
surrounds snow, frost and ice – the perfect book for anyone who loves that feeling when
you open the curtains in the morning and find the world has turned to white...

10 Nov 2022
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The Little
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Building
Fires
Also by Sally Coulthard

Sally Coulthard is a bestselling author of books about
natural history and rural life including The Barn, A Short
History of the World According to Sheep, The Book of the
Earthworm, The Hedgehog Handbook and over twenty more
titles. She lives on a Yorkshire smallholding which she shares
with her husband, three girls and an assortment of unruly
animals.

The Barn

The Lives, Landscape and Lost Ways of an Old Yorkshire Farm

by Sally Coulthard
A revelatory uncovering of a vanished agricultural way of life by bestselling nature
writer Sally Coulthard.
'Sally Coulthard's beautiful books have shown us the beauty and rich history of everyday
things' Country Walking Magazine
'A gem of a book' Country Smallholding
'Engaging and filled with the gentle humour and fascinating facts that are an integral
part of Coulthard's written style' Get History
Across the muddy foldyard from Sally Coulthard's farmhouse stands a large and ancient
stone barn. When she discovered a set of witches' marks on one of its internal walls,
scratched into the plaster to ward off evil spirits and bring good luck, Sally began to
wonder about the lives of the people who had lived and worked around the Barn in times
past; the forgotten inhabitants of a North Yorkshire agricultural landscape where
superstition, religion, nature, work and home life had co-existed for centuries in roughand-ready harmony.

10 Nov 2022
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In The Barn, Sally explores a hidden corner of rural Britain that has witnessed
remarkable changes. From the eighteenth-century Enclosures to the era of the Second
World War, the fortunes of the Barn, the farm and its occupants have been blown, like a
leaf in a gale, by the unstoppable forces of new agriculture and industry. Seismic shifts in
almost every area of society – education, technology, food and farming, transport,
superstition and the Church – all were played out here in miniature against a backdrop
of scattered limestone villages and the softly rolling Howardian Hills. From sweeping
political changes to domestic dramas and small victories, this tiny, mellow corner of
E l d t h d it ll f ld

Sally Coulthard is a bestselling author of books about
natural history and rural life including The Barn, A Short
History of the World According to Sheep, The Book of the
Earthworm, The Hedgehog Handbook and over twenty more
titles. She lives on a Yorkshire smallholding which she shares
with her husband, three girls and an assortment of unruly
animals.

Crossrail: The Whole
Story
by Christian Wolmar
The inside story of a marvel of twenty-first-century engineering – and how it went
over budget and off the rails
In the spring of 2022, an engineering marvel of the twenty-first century – a state-of-theart cross-London railway first conceived in the era of Attlee and Churchill – will finally
come to fruition. From Reading and Heathrow in the west, the Elizabeth line will extend
to Shenfield and Abbey Wood in the east, including 42 kilometres of new tunnels dug
under central London.
But Crossrail was originally scheduled to open in December 2018. Just six months
before this, its managers stated confidently that it was on time and that the project's
cost overrun would be minimal. What on earth then caused it to run three years over
schedule and £4 billion over budget?
In this revised and expanded paperback edition of The Story of Crossrail, Christian
Wolmar has two fascinating and revelatory tales to tell: firstly, the detailed story of the
planning and construction of an astonishing new railway that required feats of
technological wizardry to cut safely through a subterranean world of rock and mud;
secondly, the equally astounding story of the collective failures of management and
communication that led to a three-year delay in completion and an epic overspend.
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Christian Wolmar is an award-winning journalist and the
author of a series of books on transport history including Fire
& Steam, Railways & the Raj and Railways. He writes
regularly for various newspapers and magazines, and has a
regular column in Rail magazine.

Railways
The Landmark Library, 20

by Christian Wolmar
The arrival of the railways in the first half of the nineteenth century and their
subsequent spread across every one of the world's continents, acted as a spur for
economic growth and social change on an extraordinary scale. The 'iron road' stimulated
innovation in engineering and architecture, enabled people and goods to move around
the world more quickly than ever before, and played a critical role in warfare as well as in
the social and economic spheres.
Christian Wolmar describes the emergence of modern railways in both Britain and the
USA in the 1830s, and elsewhere in the following decade. He charts the surge in railway
investment plans in Britain in the early 1840s and the ensuing 'railway mania' (which
created the backbone of today's railway network), and the unstoppable spread of the
railways across Europe, America and Asia. Above all, he assesses the global impact of a
technology that, arguably, had the most transformative impact on human society of any
before the coming of the Internet, and which, as it approaches two centuries of
existence, continues to play a key role in human society in the 21st century.

Christian Wolmar is an award-winning journalist and the
author of a series of books on transport history including Fire
& Steam, Railways & the Raj and Railways. He writes
regularly for various newspapers and magazines, and has a
regular column in Rail magazine.
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The French Revolution
The Landmark Library, 19

by David Andress
A short, brilliant and controversial new interpretation of arguably the most
important revolution of all time: the event that made the rights of man and the
demand for liberty, equality and fraternity central to modern politics. Part of the
stunning Landmark Library series.
In this miraculously compressed, incisive book David Andress argues that it was the
peasantry of France who made and defended the Revolution of 1789. That the peasant
revolution benefitted far more people, in more far reaching ways, than the revolution of
lawyerly elites and urban radicals that has dominated our view of the revolutionary
period.
History has paid more attention to Robespierre, Danton and Bonaparte than it has to
the millions of French peasants who were the first to rise up in 1789, and the most
ardent in defending changes in land ownership and political rights. 'Those furthest from
the centre rarely get their fair share of the light', Andress writes, and the peasants were
patronised, reviled and often persecuted by urban elites for not following their lead.
Andress's book reveals a rural world of conscious, hard-working people and their
struggles to defend their ways of life and improve the lives of their children and
communities.
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David Andress is Professor of Modern History at the
University of Portsmouth, and one of Britain's finest
interpreters of the 18th and 19th centuries. His books
include The French Revolution and the People (2004), The
Terror (2005) and 1789 (2008). For Head of Zeus he has
written a sharp polemic, Cultural Dementia: How the West
Has Lost Its History and Risks Losing Everything Else – a
book that analyses the rise of the National Front in France,
Trump in the USA and the right-wing nationalists at the core
of the Brexit project.
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